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Homily for Easter Day 2018 
 
The events of the first Holy Week and Easter were witnessed by great crowds. Jerusalem 
was filled to capacity with crowds keeping the feast of Passover, the great feast of freedom 
in which the Jewish people remembered, indeed re-lived, their escape from slavery in Egypt 
and the beginning of their journey into freedom. The Jewish people were, and still are, 
defined and marked by this event, as the people who were set free by the power of God. 
 
The quest for freedom is a very powerful part of the human make-up. We were created by 
God to be free, and so written into the heart of every man woman and child that has ever 
lived there is a longing for freedom, a nostalgia to smell the clean fresh air of a place of 
liberty. Generation after generation has hunted for the key to freedom, but so often the 
hunt has been frustrated. Revolution after revolution has promised to set the people free, 
but in the end (in fact sometimes from the very beginning) people have discovered that the 
promise of freedom was an illusion, and that they have merely swapped one oppressor for 
another, one tyrant for a different tyrant. 
 
Easter, like the Passover, is a great Feast of freedom. The powerful in Jerusalem, Jewish and 
Roman alike, both wanted to silence Jesus, to bring an end to the revolution that he had 
begun. He had not started a political movement; he had not challenged the State; he had 
not set up a rival seat of power. But he had begun to change the way that people think, and 
once he had begun to change the way that people think, he was inevitably changing the way 
that people act, and this posed a threat. He came to set people free, and this was a threat to 
those in power. He came to say to people ‘you do not need to think like this, to act like this, 
you do not need to live like this, there is a better way’ and for the people in power this was 
intolerable. So he was put to death and locked away, out of sight and out of mind, in a place 
where he could be safely ignored and forgotten, deep inside the earth in a cold and dark 
tomb. Or so they thought. But freedom is written deep into the heart of humanity, and 
deeper still into the heart of God, so there was no chance of him being so easily silenced, or 
so easily hidden away, and the tomb is simply blown apart. Christ is risen, he is free once 
more. 
 
We are fortunate to live in a country where we are largely free, but freedom exists on many 
levels. We are free to come and go, to speak as we please, to live where we choose, to work 
where we want, to worship and to meet. But there is more to freedom than this. Our fasting 
in Lent has helped us see just how much we struggle for freedom. Every time we eat 
something we thought we had given up, or fail to do something we had promised we would 
do, we discover we are not truly free at all. We are ruled not by our wills, by the choices that 
we make, but by our passions and these make dangerous and demanding masters. Every 
time we find ourselves in a job we do not feel is right, or buy things we know we do not 
need, or say hurtful things that would be better unsaid, or withhold compliments and 
kindness that might have built another up; every time we insist on our own way even when 
we know it is wrong, every time we stubbornly rebel against the truth; every time we give in 
to behaviour that hurts others or is damaging to ourselves, every time we excuse ourselves 
and pretend that something we know is destructive is in fact really not so bad, we simply 
show how un-free we are. Our wills, our hearts, know what is right and good and true, but 
we simply cannot force ourselves to do it, and our slavery is established. 
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The resurrection of Christ is given to us to set us free from these destructive cycles and 
patterns. We can become quite comfortable in our slavery, the cage can be a gilded one, 
and often we are reluctant to leave it. Every year the feast of Easter is given to us to remind 
us that we were created for greatness. We were created to be free. It is given to us as a 
warning not to settle for something less. Christ died and rose again to make us free. As he 
walks the roads of the Holy Land he is the picture of freedom. He goes where he pleases and 
speaks as he wills. Nobody can control him, because he has nothing which they can threaten 
to take from him. Even when his life itself is under threat he does not surrender, and 
remains free. 
 
Every year this great Feast of freedom shines a bright light onto our lives. It sets before us 
the man of freedom, and asks us what are the things that enslave us. What are the things 
that stop us from being the people we were created to be? It asks us what are the habits, or 
the priorities, or the attachments that make us slaves? What is governing the choices that I 
make? If it is not my own will, then what is it? 
 
Christ shattered the tomb to make us free men, free women. But that freedom was not 
given to us to be squandered on bad decisions, on dangerous and destructive choices. It was 
given to us to enable us to pursue what many of us have heard Matthew Kelly refer to as 
‘the best version of ourselves’. It is so easy to slip away from this and lose sight of it. Here at 
Mass we live for an hour or so as free men and women, we get a taste of what total and 
true freedom is like. We are all equal, all seeking the good and the true, all looking to God as 
the source and origin of all that is good. Here we live the glorious freedom of the children of 
God. It is so easy for us to forget this as we leave the Church, and to live in servitude once 
again. Imagine what the Church might be like, imagine what the world might be like, if we 
were really Easter people, living every moment of every day in true and complete freedom, 
no longer bound by fear or anxiety or insecurity, or hatred and mistrust, or anger and 
impatience, or by the will to control others. Let us live as Easter people, as people who are 
free indeed. 


